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DESY 06-221; DCPT/06/182; IPPP/06/91On the Partile Interpretation of the PVLAS Data:Neutral versus Charged PartilesMarkus Ahlers,1, � Holger Gies,2, y Joerg Jaekel,3, z and Andreas Ringwald1, x1Deutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY, Notkestra�e 85, D-22607 Hamburg, Germany2Institut f�ur Theoretishe Physik, Universit�at Heidelberg,Philosophenweg 16, D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany3Centre for Partile Theory, Durham University, Durham, DH1 3LE, UKReently the PVLAS ollaboration reported the observation of a rotation of linearly polarized laserlight indued by a transverse magneti �eld - a signal being unexpeted within standard QED. Twomehanisms have been proposed to explain this result: prodution of a single (pseudo-)salar partileoupled to two photons or pair prodution of light milliharged partiles. In this work, we study howthe di�erent senarios an be distinguished. We summarize the expeted signals for vauummagnetidihroism (rotation) and birefringene (elliptiity) for the di�erent types of partiles - inluding newresults for the ase of milliharged salars. The sign of the rotation and elliptiity signals as well astheir dependenies on experimental parameters, suh as the strength of the magneti �eld and thewavelength of the laser, an be used to obtain information about the quantum numbers of the partileandidates and to disriminate between the di�erent senarios. We perform a statistial analysisof all available data resulting in strongly restrited regions in the parameter spae of all senarios.These regions suggest lear target regions for upoming experimental tests. As an illustration, weuse preliminary PVLAS data to demonstrate that near future data may already rule out some ofthese senarios.PACS numbers: 14.80.-j, 12.20.FvI. INTRODUCTIONThe absorption probability and the propagation speedof polarized light propagating in a magneti �eld dependson the relative orientation between the polarization andthe magneti �eld. These e�ets are known as vauummagneti dihroism and birefringene, respetively, re-sulting from utuation-indued vauum polarization.In a pioneering experiment, the BFRT ollaborationsearhed for these e�ets by shining linearly polarizedlaser photons through a superonduting dipole magnet.No signi�ant signal was found, and a orresponding up-per limit was plaed on the rotation (dihroism) and el-liptiity (birefringene) of the photon beam developedafter passage through the magneti �eld [1, 2℄.Reently, however, a follow-up experiment done by thePVLAS ollaboration reported the observation of a ro-tation of the polarization plane of light after its passagethrough a transverse magneti �eld in vauum [3℄. More-over, preliminary results presented by the PVLAS ollab-oration at various seminars and onferenes hint also atthe observation of an elliptiity (birefringene) [4, 5℄.These �ndings have initiated a number of theoreti-al and experimental ativities, sine the magnitude ofthe reported signals exeeds the standard-model expe-tations by far.1 If the observed e�ets are indeed true�Eletroni address: markus.ahlers�desy.deyEletroni address: h.gies�thphys.uni-heidelberg.dezEletroni address: joerg.jaekel�durham.a.ukxEletroni address: andreas.ringwald�desy.de1 The inompatibility with standard QED has reently been on-

signals of vauum magneti dihroism and birefringeneand not due to a subtle, yet unidenti�ed systemati ef-fet, they signal new physis beyond the standard modelof partile physis.One obvious possible explanation, and indeed the onewhih was also a motivation for the BFRT and PVLASexperiments, may be o�ered by the existene of a newlight neutral spin-0 boson � [9℄. In fat, this possibilityhas been studied in Ref. [3℄, with the onlusion that therotation observed by PVLAS an be reoniled with thenon-observation of a rotation and elliptiity by BFRT, ifthe hypothetial neutral boson has a mass in the rangem� � (1 � 1:5) meV and a oupling to two photons inthe range g � (1:7� 5:0)� 10�6 GeV�1.Clearly, these values almost ertainly exlude the pos-sibility that � is a genuine QCD axion A [10, 11℄. Forthe latter, a mass mA � 1meV implies a Peei-Quinnsymmetry [12, 13℄ breaking sale fA � 6 � 109GeV.Sine, for an axion, g � �jE=N j=(2�fA) [14, 15, 16℄,one would need an extremely large ratio jE=N j � 3�107of eletromagneti and olor anomalies in order to ar-rive at an axion-photon oupling in the range suggestedby PVLAS. This is far away from the preditions ofany model oneived so far. Moreover, suh a new,axion-like partile (ALP) must have very peuliar prop-erties [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22℄ in order to evade the strongonstraints on its two photon oupling from stellar en-�rmed again in a more areful wave-propagation study whihalso takes the rotation of the magneti �eld in the PVLAS setupproperly into aount [6, 7℄. The proposal of a potential QEDe�et in the rotating magneti �eld [8℄ is therefore ruled out.
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2ergy loss onsiderations [23℄ and from its non-observationin heliosopes suh as the CERN Axion Solar Telesope(CAST) [24℄. A light salar boson is furthermore on-strained by upper limits on non-Newtonian fores [25℄.Reently, an alternative to the ALP interpretation ofthe PVLAS results was proposed [26℄. It is based onthe observation that the photon-initiated real and vir-tual pair prodution of milliharged partiles (MCPs) ��in an external magneti �eld would also manifest itself asa vauum magneti dihroism and elliptiity. In parti-ular, it was pointed out that the dihroism observed byPVLAS may be ompatible with the non-observation ofa dihroism and elliptiity by BFRT, if the millihargedpartiles have a small mass m� � 0:1 eV and a tiny fra-tional eletri harge � � Q�=e � 10�6. As has beenshown reently [20℄, suh partiles may be onsistent withastrophysial and osmologial bounds (for a review, seeRef. [27℄), if their tiny harge arises from gauge kinetimixing of the standard model hyperharge U(1) with ad-ditional U(1) gauge fators from physis beyond the stan-dard model [28℄. This appears to our quite naturallyin string theory [29℄.It is very omforting that a number of laboratory-basedlow-energy tests of the ALP and MCP interpretation ofthe PVLAS anomaly are urrently set up and expetedto yield deisive results within the upoming year. Forinstane, the Q&A experiment has very reently released�rst rotation data [30℄. Whereas the Q&A experimentalsetup is qualitatively similar to PVLAS, the experimentoperates in a slightly di�erent parameter region; here, noanomalous signal has been deteted so far.The interpretation of the PVLAS signal involving anALP that interats weakly with matter will ruially betested by photon regeneration (sometimes alled \lightshining through walls") experiments [31, 32, 33, 34, 35,36, 37℄ presently under onstrution or serious onsider-ation [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44℄. In these experiments(f. Fig. 1), a photon beam is shone aross a magneti�eld, where a fration of them turns into ALPs. TheALP beam an then propagate freely through a wall oranother obstrution without being absorbed, and �nallyanother magneti �eld loated on the other side of thewall an transform some of these ALPs into photons |seemingly regenerating these photons out of nothing. An-other probe ould be provided by diret astrophysial ob-servations of light rays traversing a pulsar magnetospherein binary pulsar systems [45℄.Clearly, photon regeneration will be negligible forMCPs. Their existene, however, an be tested by im-proving the sensitivity of instruments for the detetion ofvauum magneti birefringene and dihroism [2, 3, 30,38, 43, 46℄. Another sensitive tool is Shwinger pair pro-dution in strong eletri �elds, as they are available, forexample, in aelerator avities [47℄. A lassial probefor MCPs is the searh for invisible orthopositronium de-ays [48, 49℄, for whih new experiments are urrentlyrunning [50℄ or being developed [51, 52℄.From a theoretial perspetive, the two senarios are
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φFIG. 1: Shemati view of a \light shining through a wall"experiment. (Pseudo-)salar prodution through photon on-version in a magneti �eld (left), subsequent travel through awall, and �nal detetion through photon regeneration (right).substantially di�erent: the ALP senario is parameter-ized by an e�etive non-renormalizable dimension-5 oper-ator, the stabilization of whih almost inevitably requiresan underlying theory at a omparatively low sale, say inbetween the eletroweak and the GUT sale. By ontrast,the MCP senario in its simplest version is reminisent toQED; it is perturbatively renormalizable and an remaina stable mirosopi theory over a wide range of sales.The present paper is devoted to an investigation ofthe harateristi properties of the di�erent senarios inthe light of all available data olleted so far. A arefulstudy of the optial properties of the magnetized vauuman indeed reveal important information about masses,ouplings and other quantum numbers of the potentiallyinvolved hypothetial partiles. This is quantitativelydemonstrated by global �ts to all published data. Forfurther illustrative purposes, we also present global �tswhih inlude the preliminary data made available bythe PVLAS ollaboration at workshops and onferenes.We stress that this data is only used here to qualitativelydemonstrate how the optial measurements an be assoi-ated with partile-physis properties. De�nite quantita-tive preditions have to await the outome of a urrentlyperformed detailed data analysis of the PVLAS ollabo-ration. Still, the resulting �t regions an be viewed as apreliminary estimate of \target regions" for the variouslaboratory tests mentioned above. Moreover, the statis-tial analysis is also meant to help the theorists in de-iding whether they should are at all about the PVLASanomaly, and, if yes, whether there is a pre-seletion ofphenomenologial models or model building bloks thatdeserve to be studied in more detail.The paper is organized as follows. In the next se-tion II we summarize the signals for vauum magnetidihroism and birefringene in presene of axion-like andmilliharged partiles. We use these results in Se. IIIto show how the di�erent senarios an be distinguishedfrom eah other and how information about the quan-tum numbers of the potential partile andidates an beolleted. In Se. IV we then perform a statistial anal-ysis inluding all urrent data. We also use preliminaryPVLAS data to show the prospets for the near future.We summarize our onlusions in Se. V.



3II. VACUUM MAGNETIC DICHROISM,BIREFRINGENCE, AND PHOTONREGENERATIONWe start here with some general kinemati onsidera-tions relevant to dihroism and birefringene, whih areequally valid for the ase of ALP and the ase of MCPprodution.Let ~k be the momentum of the inoming photon, withj~kj = !, and let ~B be a stati homogeneous magneti�eld, whih is perpendiular to ~k, as it is the ase in allof the afore-mentioned polarization experiments.The photon-initiated prodution of an ALP with massm� or an MCP with mass m�, leads, for ! > m� or! > 2m�, respetively, to a non-trivial ratio of the sur-vival probabilities exp(��k;?(`)) of a photon after it hastraveled a distane `, for photons polarized parallel k orperpendiular ? to ~B. This non-trivial ratio manifestsitself diretly in a dihroism: for a linearly polarized pho-ton beam, the angle � between the initial polarizationvetor and the magneti �eld will hange to �+�� afterpassing a distane ` through the magneti �eld, withot(� +��) = EkE? = E0kE0? exp��12(�k(`)� �?(`))� :(1)Here, Ek;? are the eletri �eld omponents of the laserparallel and perpendiular to the external magneti �eld,and the supersript \0" denotes initial values. For smallrotation angle ��, we have�� ' 14(�k � �?) sin(2�): (2)We will present the results for the probability exponents�k��? for ALPs and MCPs in the following subsetions.Let us now turn to birefringene. The propagationspeed of the laser photons is slightly hanged in themagneti �eld owing to the oupling to virtual ALPsor MCPs. Aordingly, the time �k;?(`) it takes for aphoton to traverse a distane ` di�ers for the two po-larization modes, ausing a phase di�erene between thetwo modes, �� = !(�k(`)� �?(`)): (3)This indues an elliptiity  of the outgoing beam, = !2 (�k(`)� �?(`)) sin(2�); for  � 1: (4)Again, we will present the results for �k � �? for ALPsand MCPs in the following subsetions.

A. Prodution of Neutral Spin-0 BosonsA neutral spin-0 partile an interat with two photonsvia L(+)int = �14g�(+)F��F�� = 12g�(+)( ~E2 � ~B2); (5)if it is a salar, orL(�)int = �14g�(�)F�� eF�� = g�(�)( ~E � ~B); (6)if it is a pseudosalar. In a homogeneous magneti bak-ground ~B, the leading order ontribution to the onver-sion (left half of Fig. 1) of (pseudo-)salars into photonsomes from the terms � ~B2 and � ~E � ~B, respetively.The polarization of a photon is now given by the di-retion of the eletri �eld of the photon, ~E , whereasits magneti �eld, ~B is perpediular to the polariza-tion. Therefore, only those �elds polarized perpendiu-lar (parallel) to the bakground magneti �eld will havenonvanishing ~B � ~B 6= 0 ( ~E � ~B 6= 0) and interat withthe (pseudo-)salar partiles. Aordingly, for salars wehave, �(+)? 6= 0; �(+)k = 0; � (+)? 6= 0; � (+)k = 0 (7)whereas for pseudosalars we �nd�(�)? = 0; �(�)k 6= 0; � (�)? = 0; � (�)k 6= 0: (8)Apart from this, the interation is idential in lowest or-der, �(+)? = �(�)k and � (+)? = � (�)k : (9)Using Eqs. (1)-(4) we dedue��(+) = ���(�); and  (+) = � (�): (10)We an now summarize the preditions on the rotation�� and the elliptiity  in (pseudo-)salar ALP mod-els with oupling g and mass m� [9, 53℄. We assume asetup as in the BFRT experiment with a dipole magnetof length L and homogeneous magneti �eld B. The po-larization of the laser beam with photon energy ! has anangle � relative to the magneti �eld. The e�etive num-ber of passes of photons in the dipole is Npass. Due tooherene, the rotation �� and elliptiity  depend non-linearly on the length of the apparatus L and linearly onthe number of passes Npass, instead of simply being pro-portional to ` = NpassL; whereas the photon omponentis reeted at the avity mirrors, the ALP omponent isnot and leaves the avity after eah pass:���(+) = ��(�) = Npass gB!m2� !2 sin2 Lm2�4! ! sin 2�;(11)



4�  (+) =  (�) (12)= Npass2  gB!m2� !2 Lm2�2! � sin Lm2�2! !! sin 2�:For ompleteness, we present here also the ux of re-generated photons in a \light-shining through a wall"experiment (f. Fig. 1). In the ase of a pseudosalar, itreads_N (�) reg = _N0 �Npass + 12 � 116 (gBL os �)40�sin(Lm2�4! )Lm2�4! 1A4 ;(13)where _N0 is the original photon ux. For a salar, theos � is replaed by a sin �. Equation (13) is for the speialsituation in whih a dipole of length L and �eld ~B is usedfor generation as well as for regeneration of the ALPs asit is the ase for the BFRT experiment. Note that onlypasses towards the wall ount.B. Optial Vauum Properties fromCharged-Partile FlutuationsLet us now onsider the interations between the laserbeam and the magneti �eld mediated by utuations ofpartiles with harge �e and mass m�. For laser frequen-ies above threshold, ! > 2m�, pair prodution beomespossible in the magneti �eld, resulting in a depletion ofthe inoming photon amplitude. The orresponding pho-ton attenuation oeÆients �k;? for the two polarizationmodes are related to the probability exponents �k;? by�k;? = �k;? `; (14)depending linearly on the optial path length `. Also thetime �k;? it takes for the photon to traverse the inter-ation region with the magneti �eld exhibits the samedependene, �k;? = nk;? `; (15)where nk;? denotes the refrative indies of the magne-tized vauum. 1. Dira FermionsWe begin with vauum polarization and pair produ-tion of harged Dira fermions [26℄, arising from an in-teration LagrangianLDspint = � e  �� �A�; (16)with  � being a Dira spinor (\Dsp").Expliit expressions for the photon absorption oeÆ-ients �k;? an be inferred from the polarization tensorwhih is obtained by integrating over the utuations of

the  � �eld. This proess  ! �+�� has been studied fre-quently in the literature for the ase of a homogeneousmagneti �eld [54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62℄:�Dspk;? � �Dspk;? ` = 12�3e�B`m� TDspk;? (�) (17)= 1:09� 106 �3� eVm���BT��m̀� TDspk;? (�);where � = e2=4� is the �ne-struture onstant. Here,TDspk;? (�) has the form of a parametri integral [60℄,TDspk;? = 4p3�� 1Z0 dv K2=3� 4� 11� v2�� h�1� 13v2�k ; � 12 + 16v2�?i(1� v2) (18)=8<:q 32 e�4=� �( 12 )k; ( 14 )?� for �� 1 ,2��( 16 )�( 136 )��1=3 �(1)k; ( 23 )?� for �� 1 ,the dimensionless parameter � being de�ned as� � 32 !m� �eBm2� = 88:6 � !m� � eVm��2�BT� : (19)The above expression has been derived in leading orderin an expansion for high frequeny [54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 63℄,!2m� � 1; (20)and of high number of allowed Landau levels of the mil-liharged partiles [61℄,�Np = �NLandau2 = 112 � !2� eB�2��!! + �B2B �� 1, �� 4:9� 10�3 � !eV�2�TB���!! + �B2B � 12 : (21)In the above-mentioned laser polarization experiments,the variation �!=! is typially small ompared to�B=B & 10�4.Virtual prodution an our even below threshold,! < 2m�. Therefore, we onsider both high and lowfrequenies. As long as Eq. (21) is satis�ed, one has [64℄nDspk;? = 1� �2�4� �� eBm2� �2 IDspk;? (�); (22)withIDspk;? (�)=2 13 � 3�� 43 Z 10 dv ��1� v23 �k ;�12 + v26 �?�(1� v2) 13� ~e00 h�� 6� 11�v2 � 23 i (23)



5= 8<:� 145 �(14)k; (8)?� for �� 1,97 � 12 2 13 (�(( 23 ))2�( 16 ) ��4=3 �(3)k; (2)?� for �� 1.Here, ~e0 is the generalized Airy funtion,~e0(t) = Z 10 dx sin�tx� x33 � ; (24)and ~e00(t) = d~e0(t)=dt.2. Spin-0 BosonsThe optial properties of a magnetized vauum analso be inuened by utuations of harged spin-0bosons. The orresponding interation Lagrangian isthat of salar QED (index \s"),Ls = �jD�(�eA)'�j2 �m2� j'�j2; D� = �� � i�eA�;(25)with '� being a omplex salar �eld. The indued optialproperties have not been expliitly omputed before inthe literature, but an be inferred straightforwardly fromthe polarization tensor found in [65℄. As derived in moredetail in appendies A and B, the orresponding resultsfor dihroism and birefringene are similar to the familiarDira fermion ase,�sk;? � �sk;?` = 12�3e�B`m� T sk;?(�); (26)whereT sk;? = 2p3�� 1Z0 dv K2=3� 4� 11� v2�� h� 13v2�k ; �12 � 16v2�?i(1� v2) (27)= 8<: 12q 32 e�4=� �(0)k; ( 14 )?� for �� 1 ,��( 16 )�( 136 )��1=3 �( 16 )k; ( 12 )?� for �� 1 .The zero oeÆient in Eq. (27) holds, of ourse, only toleading order in this alulation. We observe that the ?mode dominates absorption in the salar ase in ontrastto the spinor ase. Hene, the indued rotation of thelaser probe goes into opposite diretions in the two ases,bosons and fermions.The refrative indies indued by salar utuationsread nsk;? = 1� �2�4� �� eBm2� �2 Isk;?(�); (28)

withIsk;?(�)= 2 132 � 3�� 43 Z 10 dv ��v23 �k ;� 12 � v26 �?�(1� v2) 13�~e00 h�� 6� 11�v2 � 23 i (29)= 8<:� 190 �(1)k; (7)?� for �� 1 ,914 � 12 2 13 (�( 23 ))2�( 16 ) ��4=3 �( 12 )k; ( 32 )?� for �� 1 .Again, the polarization dependene of the refrative in-dies renders the magnetized vauum birefringent. Weobserve that the indued elliptiities for the salar andthe spinor ase go into opposite diretions. In partiu-lar, for small �, the ? mode is slower for the salar ase,supporting an elliptiity signal whih has the same signas that of Nitrogen2. For the spinor ase, it is the otherway round. As a nontrivial ross-hek of our results forthe salar ase, note that the refrative indies for �� 1preisely agree with the (inverse) veloities omputed inEqs. (A12) and (A13) from the Heisenberg-Euler e�etiveation of salar QED.We onlude that a areful determination of the signsof elliptiity and rotation in the ase of a positive sig-nal an distinguish between spinor and salar utuatingpartiles.3Finally, let us briey omment on the ase of havingboth fermions and bosons. If there is an idential num-ber of bosoni and fermioni degrees of freedom with ex-atly the same masses and milliharges, i.e. if the mil-liharged partiles appear in a supersymmetri fashionin omplete supersymmetri hiral multiplets, one anhek that the signals anel. An exatly supersymmet-ri set of milliharged partiles would ause neither an el-liptiity signal nor a rotation of the polarization and onewould have to rely on other detetion priniples as, for ex-ample, Shwinger pair prodution in aelerator avities[47℄. However, in nature supersymmetry is broken result-ing in di�erent masses for bosons and fermions. Now, the2 The sign of an elliptiity signal an atively be heked with aresidual-gas analysis. Filling the avity with a gas with a knownlassial Cotton-Mouton e�et of de�nite sign, this e�et aninterfere onstrutively or destrutively with the quantum e�et,leading to harateristi residual-gas pressure dependenies ofthe total signal [4, 5℄.3 In the sense of lassial optis, the elliptiities of the varioussenarios disussed here are indeed assoiated with a de�niteand unambiguous sign. This is not the ase for the sign of therotation whih also depends on the experimental set up: in allour senarios, the polarization axis is rotated towards the modewith the smallest probability exponent � in Eq. (2). In the senseof lassial optis, this an be either sign depending on the initialphoton polarization relative to the magneti �eld. In this work,the notion of the sign of rotation therefore refers to the twoexperimentally distinguishable ases of either �k > �? or �k <�?.



6signal typially dereases rather rapidly for large masses(more preisely when � � 1=m3� beomes smaller thanone) and the lighter partile speies will give a muhbigger ontribution. Aordingly, for a suÆiently largemass splitting the signal would look more or less as if wehad only the lighter partile speies, be it a fermion or aboson.III. DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN DIFFERENTSCENARIOSIn priniple, one an set up a series of di�erent ex-periments distinguishing between the di�erent senarios,ALPs or MCPs. For example, a positive signal in a light-shining-through-wall experiment [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36,37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44℄ would be a lear signal forthe ALP interpretation, whereas detetion of a dark ur-rent that is able to pass through walls would be a learsignal for the MCP hypothesis [47℄. But even with aPVLAS-type experiment that measures only the rotationand elliptiity signals, one an ollet strong evidene fa-voring one and disfavoring other senarios.Performing one measurement of the absolute values ofrotation and elliptiity, one an typially �nd values forthe masses and ouplings in all senarios, suh that thepredited rotation and elliptiity is in agreement with theexperiment.One lear distintion an already be made by measur-ing the sign of the elliptiity and rotation signals. In theALP senario, a measurement of the sign of either therotation or the elliptiity is suÆient to deide betweena salar or pseudosalar. Measuring the sign of both sig-nals already is a onsisteny hek; if the signal signsturn out to be inonsistent, the ALP senarios for boththe salar and the pseudosalar would be ruled out. Inthe MCP senario, a measurement of the sign of rotationdeides between salars and fermions. If only the signof the elliptiity signal is measured, both options still re-main, sine the sign of the elliptiity hanges when onemoves from large to small masses: the hierarhy of therefrative indies is inverted in the region of anomalousdispersion. But at least the sign tells us if we are in theregion of large or small masses, orresponding to a smallnk > n? nk < n?�k > �? ALP 0� orMCP 12 (small �) MCP 12 (large �)�k < �? MCP 0 (large �) ALP 0+ orMCP 0 (small �)TABLE I: Summary of the allowed partile-physis interpre-tation arising from a sign analysis of birefringene induedby di�erent refrative indies nk;? and dihroism indued bydi�erent probability exponents �k;?.

or large � parameter, f. Eq. (19). This sign analysis issummarized in Table I.More information an be obtained by varying the pa-rameters of the experiment. In priniple, we an vary allexperimental parameters appearing in Eqs. (11), (12),(17) and (22): the strength of the magneti �eld B, thefrequeny of the laser !, and the length of the magneti�eld inside the avity L.Let us start with the magneti �eld dependene. Forthe ALP senario both rotation and elliptiity signals areproportional to B2,��ALP � B2;  ALP � B2 (30)whereas for MCP's we have��MCP � � exp �� onstB � B smallB 23 B large (31) MCP � � B2 B smallB 23 B large:In the left panels of Fig. 2 we demonstrate the di�erentbehavior (for the elliptiity signal the B 23 -dependene isnot yet visible as it appears only at muh stronger �elds).The model parameters for ALPs and MCPs are hosensuh that the absolute value of �� and  mathes thePVLAS results (� = 1064 nm, B = 5 T, and L = 1 m)shown as the rossing of the dotted lines together withtheir statistial errors. In a similar manner, the signalsalso depend on the wavelength of the laser light, whihis shown in the enter panels of Fig. 2.Finally, there is one more ruial di�erene betweenthe ALP and the MCP senario. Prodution of a sin-gle partile an our oherently. This leads to a fastergrowth of the signal��ALP � L2;  ALP � L2 L small: (32)In the MCP senario, however, the produed partilesare essentially lost and we have only a linear dependeneon the length of the interation region,��MCP � L;  MCP � L: (33)This is shown in the right panels of Fig. 2.We onlude that studying the dependene of the sig-nal on the parameters of the experiment an give ruialinformation to deide between the ALP and MCP se-narios, as we will also see in the following setion.IV. CONFRONTATION WITH DATAIn this Setion, we want to onfront the predition ofthe ALP andMCP senarios for vauummagneti dihro-ism, birefringene, and photon regeneration with the or-responding data from the BFRT [2℄ and PVLAS [3, 4, 5℄ollaborations, as well as from the Q&A experiment [30℄.
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FIG. 2: Dependene of the rotation and elliptiity signals on the strength of the magneti �eld B, the wavelength � of the laser,and the length L of the magneti region inside the avity. For ALPs (dark green) and MCPs (light red). The rossing of theblue dotted lines orresponds to the PVLAS published rotation and preliminary elliptiity signal for B = 5 T, � = 1064 nm,and L = 1 m.The orresponding experimental �ndings are summarizedin Tables II, III, and IV, respetively.In the following we ombine these results in a simplestatistial analysis. For simpliity, we assume that thelikelihood funtion Li of the rotation, the elliptiity andthe photon regeneration rate follows a Gaussian distribu-tion in eah measurement iwith mean value and standarddeviation as indiated in Tables II-IV. In the ase of theBFRT upper limits, we approximate the likelihood fun-tions by4 L / exp(( �  hypo)2=(2 2noise)). Taking theseinputs as statistially independent values we an estimatethe ombined log-likelihood funtion as lnL � Pi lnLi[66℄. With these assumptions the method of maximumlikelihood is equivalent to the method of least squareswith �2 = onst� 2Pi lnLi. A more sophistiated sta-tistial analysis is beyond the sope of this work and re-quires detailed knowledge of the data analysis.4 We set the negative photon regeneration rate (Tab. II) at BFRTfor � = 0 equal to zero.

A. ALP hypothesisFigure 3 shows the results of a �t based on the pseu-dosalar (left panels) or salar (right panels) ALP hy-pothesis. The BFRT upper limits5 are shown by blue-shaded regions. The Q&A upper rotation limit is de-pited as a gray-shaded region, but this limit exerts lit-tle inuene on the global �t in the ALP senario. ThePVLAS results are displayed as green bands aordingto the 5� on�dene level (C.L.) with dark green orre-sponding to published data and light green orrespondingto preliminary results. The resulting allowed parame-ter regions at 5� CL are depited as red-�lled islands orbands.Both upper panels show the result from all publisheddata of all three experiments. Here, the results for salar5 As far as photon regeneration at BFRT is onerned, their pho-ton detetion eÆieny � was approximately 5.5%. Their laserspetrum with average power hP i � 3 W and average photonux _N0 = hP i=! was dominated by the spetral lines 488 nmand 514:5 nm. We took an average value of 500 nm in our �ttingproedure.
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FIG. 3: ALP: The 5� on�dene level of the model parameters (red). The blue shaded regions arise from the BFRT upperlimits for regeneration (darkblue), rotation (blue) and elliptiity (lightblue). The gray shaded region is the Q&A upper limitfor rotation. The bands show the PVLAS 5� C.L.s for rotation (oarse-hathed) and elliptiity (�ne-hathed) with � = 532 nm(left-hathed) and � = 1064 nm (right-hathed), respetively. The darkgreen band shows the published result for rotation with� = 1064 nm. The lightgreen bands result from an inlusion of preliminary data from PVLAS. The upper panels show the �tto the published data; the enter panels inlude also the preliminary data from PVLAS, and the lower panels depit the �tusing only PVLAS data. The preliminary data is only used to demonstrate the potential to distinguish between the di�erentsenarios.or pseudosalar ALPs are very similar: in addition tothe allowed 5� region at m� ' 1 : : : 2� 10�3 eV also re-ported by PVLAS [3℄, we observe further allowed islandsfor larger mass values. The �2/d.o.f. (degrees of freedom)values for the �ts are both aeptable with a slight pref-erene for the salar ALP (�2/d.o.f.=0.8) in omparisonwith the pseudosalar ALP (�2/d.o.f.=1.3), f. Table V.This degeneray between the salar and the pseudo-salar ALP senario is lifted upon the inlusion of thepreliminary PVLAS data (enter panels), sine the nega-
tive sign of the birefringene signal with nk < n? stronglyprefers the salar ALP senario. In addition, the size ofthe preliminary elliptiity result is suh that the highermass islands are ruled out, and the low mass island settlesaround m� ' 10�3 eV and g ' 2 � 10�6 GeV�1. Theresults from a �t to PVLAS data only (published andpreliminary) as displayed in the lower panels of Fig. 3remain similar.
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FIG. 4: MCP: The 5� on�dene level of the model parameters (red). The blue shaded regions arise from the BFRT upperlimits for rotation (blue) and elliptiity (lightblue). The gray shaded region is the Q&A upper limit for rotation. The bandsshow the PVLAS 5� C.L.s for rotation (oarse-hathed) and elliptiity (�ne-hathed) with � = 532 nm (left-hathed) and� = 1064 nm (right-hathed), respetively. The darkgreen band shows the published result for rotation with � = 1064 nm. Thelightgreen bands result from an inlusion of preliminary data from PVLAS. The upper panels show the �t to the published data;the enter panels inlude also the preliminary data from PVLAS, and the lower panels depit the �t using only PVLAS data.The preliminary data is only used to demonstrate the potential to distinguish between the di�erent senarios. The preliminaryPVLAS value for the sign of the elliptiity singles out the large-� (small-mass) branh of the fermioni MCP 12 and the small-�(large-mass) branh of the salar MCP 0, f. Table I, as is visible in the enter and lower panels.B. MCP hypothesisFigure 4 shows the results of a �t based on thefermioni (left panels) or salar (right panels) MCP hy-pothesis. The MCP hypothesis gives similar results forsalars and fermions if only the published data is inludedin the �t (upper panels). MCP masses m� larger than0.1 eV are ruled out by the upper limits of BFRT. But the5� CL region shows a degeneray towards smaller masses.
It is interesting to observe that the available Q&A dataalready approahes the ballpark of the PVLAS rotationsignal in the light of the MCP hypothesis, whereas it ismuh less relevant for the ALP hypothesis.Inluding the PVLAS preliminary data, the �t forfermioni MCPs beomes di�erent from the salar MCPase: beause of the negative sign of the birefringenesignal, only the large-�/small-m� branh remains aept-able for the fermioni MCP, whereas the small-�/large-



10BFRT experimentRotation (L = 8:8 m, � = 514:5 nm, � = �=4)Npass j��j [nrad℄ ��noise [nrad℄254 0:35 0:3034 0:26 0:11Elliptiity (L = 8:8 m, � = 514:5 nm, � = �=4)Npass j j [nrad℄  noise [nrad℄578 40:0 11:034 1:60 0:44Regeneration (L = 4:4 m, h�i = 500 nm, Npass = 200)� [rad℄ rate [Hz℄0 �0:012 � 0:009�=2 0:013 � 0:007TABLE II: The vauum rotation ��, elliptiity  and photonregeneration rate from the BFRT [2℄ experiment. For simpli-ity we take the noise level ��noise and  noise quoted in Ref. [2℄as the standard deviation ��� and � . For the polarizationdata, BFRT used a magneti �eld with time-varying ampli-tude B = B0 + �B os(!mt + �m), where B0 = 3:25 T and�B = 0:62 T (f. Appendix C). For photon regeneration,they employed B = 3:7 T.PVLAS experimentRotation (L = 1 m, Npass = 44000, � = �=4)� [nm℄ j��j [10�12 rad=pass℄1064 3:9� 0:2532 6:3 � 1:0 (preliminary)Elliptiity (L = 1 m, Npass = 44000, � = �=4)� [nm℄  [10�12 rad=pass℄1064 �3:4� 0:3 (preliminary)532 �6:0� 0:6 (preliminary)TABLE III: The vauum rotation �� and elliptiity  perpass measured by PVLAS, for B = 5 T. The rotation of po-larized laser light with � = 1064 nm is published in Ref. [3℄.Preliminary results are taken from Refs. [4, 5℄ and are usedhere for illustrative purposes only.Q&A experimentRotation (L = 1 m, � = 1064 nm, � = �=4)Npass �� [nrad℄18700 �0:4� 5:3TABLE IV: The vauum rotation �� from the Q&A experi-ment [30℄ experiment (B = 2:3 T).

�2=d.o.f. ALP 0� ALP 0+ MCP 12 MCP 0BFRT, PVLAS,Q&A published data(d.o.f.= 6) 1.3 0.8 7.4 7.3+ PVLASpreliminary data(d.o.f.= 9) 62.0 6.3 15.7 12.0only PVLASpub. + prelim. data(d.o.f.= 2) 118.4 18.9 40.0 15.7TABLE V: Summary of the �2/d.o.f. analysis for the di�erentsenarios and based on di�erent data sets. Rows and olumnsorrespond to the rows and olumns of panels in Figs. 3 and4.m� branh is preferred by the salar MCP, f. TableI. A �2=d.o.f. omparison between the fermioni MCP(�2=d.o.f.= 15:7) and the salar MCP (�2=d.o.f.= 12:0)points to a slight preferene for the salar MCP senario.This preferene is muh more pronouned in the �tto the PVLAS data (published + preliminary) only, f.Table V. The best MCP andidate would therefore bea salar partile with mass m� ' 0:07 eV and hargeparameter � ' 2� 10�6.C. ALP vs. MCPLet us �rst stress that the partly preliminary statusof the data used for our analysis does not yet allow fora lear preferene of either of the two senarios, ALPor MCP. Based on the published data only, the ALPsenarios give a better �t, sine the upper limits by BFRTand Q&A leave an unonstrained parameter spae opento the PVLAS rotation data. By ontrast, the BFRTand Q&A upper limits already begin to restrit the MCPparameter spae of the PVLAS rotation signal in a sizablemanner, whih explains the better �2/d.o.f. for the ALPsenario.Based on the (in part preliminary) PVLAS data alone,the MCP senario would be slightly preferred in ompar-ison with the ALP senario, see Table V, bottom row.The reason is that the PVLAS measurements of bire-fringene and rotation for the di�erent laser wavelengthsshow a better internal ompatibility in the salar MCPase than in the salar ALP senario.V. CONCLUSIONSThe signal observed by PVLAS { a rotation of linearlypolarized laser light indued by a transverse magneti�eld { has generated a great deal of interest over thereent months. Sine the signal has found no explana-tion within standard QED or from other standard-model



11setors, it ould be the �rst diret evidene of physisbeyond the standard model.The proposed attempts to explain this result fall intotwo ategories:1. onversion of laser photons into a single neutral spin-0partile (salar or pseudosalar) oupled to two photons(alled axion-like partile or ALP) and2. pair prodution of fermions or bosons with a smalleletri harge (milliharged partiles or MCPs).The orresponding ations assoiated with these two pro-posals should be viewed as pure low-energy e�etive �eldtheories whih are valid at laboratory sales at whih theexperiments operate. A naive extrapolation of these the-ories to higher sales generially beomes inompatiblewith astrophysial bounds. In this paper, we have om-pared the di�erent low-energy e�etive theories in lightof the presently available data from optial experiments.We have summarized the formulas for rotation and el-liptiity in the di�erent senarios and ontributed newresults for milliharged salars. We have then studiedhow optial experiments an provide for deisive infor-mation to disriminate between the di�erent senarios:this information an be obtained in the form of size andsign of rotation and elliptiity and their dependene onexperimental parameters like the strength of the mag-neti �eld, the wavelength of the laser and the length ofthe magneti region.Our main results are depited in Figs. 3 and 4 whihshow the allowed parameter regions for the di�erent se-narios. On the basis of the published data, none ofthe senarios an urrently be exluded. The remain-ing open parameter regions should be regarded as goodandidates for the target regions of future experiments.As the preliminary PVLAS data illustrates, near futureoptial measurements an further onstrain the parame-ter spae and even deide between the di�erent senar-ios. For instane, a negative elliptiity nk < n? togetherwith a rotation orresponding to probability exponents�k > �? would rule out the salar or pseudo-salar ALPinterpretation altogether.Be it from optial experiments like PVLAS or fromthe proposed \light/dark urrent shining through a wall"experiments, we will soon know more about the partileinterpretation of PVLAS.
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APPENDIX A: BIREFRINGENCE IN THESMALL-! LIMIT: EFFECTIVE ACTIONAPPROACHSine the sign of the elliptiity signaling birefringenean be a deisive piee of information, distinguishing be-tween the spin properties of the new hypothetial par-tiles, let us hek our results with the e�etive-ationapproah [62℄. Sine the formulas in this appendix areequally valid for the MCP senario as well as standardQED, we denote the oupling and mass of the utuatingpartile with ~�, or ~e, and ~m with the ditionary:MCP: ~e = �e; ~� = �2�; ~m = m�;QED: ~e = e; ~� = �; ~m = me: (A1)The e�etive ation in one-loop approximation an bewritten as�[A℄ = Sl[A℄ + �1[A℄ = � ZxF + �1[A℄; (A2)where we have introdued the �eld-strength invariant Forresponding to the Maxwell ation. The two possibleinvariants areF = 14F��F�� = 12( ~B2� ~E2); G = 14F�� eF�� = � ~E � ~B:(A3)with eF�� = 12�����F ��. Also useful are the two seularinvariants a; b, orresponding to the eigenvalues of the�eld strength tensor,a =qpF2 + G2 + F ; b =qpF2 + G2 �F ; (A4)with the inverse relationsjGj = ab; F = 12(a2 � b2): (A5)Let us start with the fermion-indued e�etive ation,i.e., the lassi Heisenberg-Euler e�etive ation. Theone-loop ontribution reads�1Dsp = 18�2 Zx Z 10 dss3 e�i ~m2s��~eas ot(~eas) ~ebs oth(~ebs) + 23(~es)2F � 1� : (A6)Expanding this ation to quarti order in the �eldstrength results in�1Dsp = Zx �Dsp? F2 + Dspk G2� ; (A7)where the onstant prefators readDsp? = 845 ~�2~m4 ; Dspk = 1445 ~�2~m4 : (A8)It is straightforward to derive the modi�ed Maxwellequations from Eq. (A7). From these, the dispersion rela-tions for the two polarization eigenmodes of a plane-wave



12�eld in an external magneti �eld an be determined [62℄,yielding the phase veloities in the low-frequeny limit,v? = 1� Dsp? B2 sin2 �B ; vk = 1� Dspk B2 sin2 �B :(A9)Obviously, the ? mode is slightly faster than the k mode,sine the oeÆient Dsp? < Dspk .Next we turn to the e�etive ation whih is induedby harged salar utuations, i.e., the Heisenberg-Eulere�etive ation for salar QED. The one-loop ontribu-tion now reads�1s = � 116�2 Zx Z 10 dss3 e�i ~m2s�� ~eassin(~eas) ~ebssinh(~ebs) � 13(~es)2F � 1� : (A10)There are three di�erenes to the fermion-indued ation:the minus sign arises from Grassmann integration in thefermioni ase. The fator of 1/2 omes from the di�er-ene between a trae over a omplex salar and that overa Dira spinor. The replaement of ot and oth by in-verse sin and sinh is due to the Pauli spin-�eld ouplingin the fermioni ase.Expanding the salar-indued ation to quarti orderin the �eld strength results in�1s = Zx �s? F2 + sk G2� ; (A11)where the onstant prefators this time reads? = 790 ~�2~m4 ; sk = 190 ~�2~m4 : (A12)The veloities of the two polarization modes then resultsinv? = 1� s?B2 sin2 �B ; vk = 1� sk B2 sin2 �B : (A13)This time, the ? mode is signi�antly slower than the kmode, sine the order of the oeÆients is now reverseds? > sk .In a birefringene experiment, the indued elliptiityin the two ases is di�erent in magnitude as well as insign. Already at this stage, we an expet that the samedi�erene will also be visible in the dihroism. At higherfrequenies, the slower mode neessarily has to exhibit astronger anomalous dispersion. By virtue of dispersionrelations, we an expet that this goes along with a largerattenuation oeÆient. As a result, the diretion of theindued rotation will be opposite for the two ases, as ison�rmed by the expliit result in Set. II B 2.APPENDIX B: POLARIZATION TENSORSThe polarization tensor in an external onstant mag-neti �eld an be deomposed into���(kjB) = �0 P��0 +�k P��k +�? P��? ; (B1)

where the Pi denote orthogonal projetors, and only thek;? omponents are relevant for the dihroism and bire-fringene experiments; the orresponding projetors Pk;?refer to the polarization eigenmodes disussed in themain text [62, 67℄. Dropping terms of higher order inthe light one deformation k2 ' 0 as a self-onsistentapproximation, the oeÆient funtions an be writtenas�k;? = �!2 sin2 �B �4�  �21 ! 1Z0 dss 1Z�1 d�2 e�is�0 Nk;?;(B2)where the upper omponent holds for the spinor ase andthe lower for the salar ase. The phase reads in bothases�0 = ~m2 � !2 sin2 �B �1� �24 � 12 os �~eBs� os ~eBs~eBs sin ~eBs �' ~m2 + ! sin2 �B (1� �2)248 (~eBs)2: (B3)For ompleteness, let us list the integrand funtions ofthe spinor ase �rst,NDspk = ~eBs os �~eBssin ~eBs� ~eBs ot ~eBs�1� �2 + � sin �~eBssin ~eBs � ;NDsp? = � ~eBs os�~eBssin ~eBs + �~eBs sin �~eBs ot ~eBssin ~eBs+ 2~eBs(os �~eBs� os ~eBs)sin3 ~eBs : (B4)The orresponding lowest-order expansions in ~eBs whihare relevant for the desired approximation areNDspk = 12(1� �2)�1� 13�2� (~eBs)2;NDsp? = 12(1� �2)�12 + 16�2� (~eBs)2: (B5)Inserting these expansions into Eq. (B2), the parameterintegrations an be performed, resulting in the expres-sions listed in Set. II B 1. Note that the expansion o-eÆients in Eq. (B5) also pop up in the �nal result forthe absorption oeÆients and the refrative indies, seebelow.The orresponding integrand funtions for the salar



13ase read6 [65℄N sk =� ~eBssin ~eBs ���2 + � sin �~eBssin ~eBs � ; (B6)N s? =+ �~eBs sin �~eBssin2 ~eBs� ~eBssin3 ~eBs �1 + os2 eBs� 2 os ~eBs os �~eBs� :The orresponding expansions areN sk = �12(1� �2) �13�2� (~eBs)2; (B7)N s? = �12(1� �2)�12 � 16�2� (~eBs)2:

The overall minus sign di�erene between Eqs. (B5) and(B7) will be used to anel the minus sign di�erene be-tween the salar and the spinor ase in Eq. (B2). Apartfrom the overall fator of 2, the desired formulas for thesalar ase an be diretly onstruted from the spinorase by simple replaements as suggested by a ompari-son between Eqs. (B5) and (B7).
With the �ndings of this setion, we an diretly ob-tain the results for the photon absorption oeÆients andrefrative indies as given in the main text.APPENDIX C: ROTATION AND ELLIPTICITY AT BFRTThe BFRT experiment uses a magneti �eld with time-varying amplitude B = B0 + �B os(!mt + �m). Themeasured rotation and elliptiity orrespond to the Fourier oeÆient of the light intensity at frequeny !m. To agood auray, the Fourier oeÆient an be read o� from the �rst-order Taylor expansion of the optial funtionswith respet to �B. The rotation e�et for fermioni MCPs linear to os(!mt+�m) is given by Eqs. (2) and (17) forB = B0 and �0 = �(B0) withTDspk;? = 4p3��0 1Z0 dv �BB0 �� 4�0 11� v2�K5=3� 4�0 11� v2�� 23K2=3� 4�0 11� v2��� h�1� 13v2�k ; � 12 + 16v2�?i(1� v2) : (C1)The linear term for the elliptiity is given by Eq. (4) and (22) for B = B0 withIDspk;?=2 13 � 3�0� 43 Z 10 dv 23 �BB0 "~e00 h�� 6�0 11�v2 � 23 i+� 6�0 11� v2� 23 ~e000 h�� 6�0 11�v2 � 23 i#� ��1� v23 �k ;� 12 + v26 �?�(1� v2) 13 :(C2)The orresponding equations in the ase of salar MCPs are analogous.[1℄ Y. Semertzidis et al. [BFRT Collaboration℄, Phys. Rev.Lett. 64, 2988 (1990).[2℄ R. Cameron et al. [BFRT Collaboration℄, Phys. Rev. D47, 3707 (1993).[3℄ E. Zavattini et al. [PVLAS Collaboration℄, Phys. Rev.Lett. 96, 110406 (2006) [arXiv:hep-ex/0507107℄.[4℄ U. Gastaldi, on behalf of the PVLAS Collaboration, talkat ICHEP`06, Mosow,http://ihep06.jinr.ru/reports/42 1s2 13p10 gastaldi.ppt[5℄ G. Cantatore for the PVLAS Collaboration, \Laserprodution of axion-like bosons: progress in theexperimental studies at PVLAS," talk presentedat the 6th International Workshop on the Iden-ti�ation of Dark Matter (IDM 2006), Islandof Rhodes, Greee, 11{16th September, 2006,http://elea.inp.demokritos.gr/idm2006 �les/talks/Cantatore-PVLAS.pdf[6℄ S. L. Adler, hep-ph/0611267.[7℄ S. Biswas and K. Melnikov, hep-ph/0611345.[8℄ J. T. Mendona, J. Dias de Deus and P. CasteloFerreira, Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 100403 (2006)
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